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Abstract—Use of domain knowledge in learning systems is
expected to improve learning efficiency and reduce model com-
plexity. However, due to the incompatibility with knowledge
structure of the learning systems and real time exploratory
nature of reinforcement learning, domain knowledge cannotbe
inserted directly. In this paper, we show how self-organizing
neural networks designed for online and incremental adaptation
can integrate domain knowledge and reinforcement learning.
Specifically, symbol-based domain knowledge is translatedinto
numeric patterns before inserting into the self-organizing neural
networks. To ensure effective use of domain knowledge, we
present an analysis of how the inserted knowledge is used by the
self-organizing neural networks during reinforcement learning.
To this end, we propose a vigilance adaptation and greedy
exploitation strategy to maximize exploitation of the inserted
domain knowledge while retaining the plasticity of learning and
using new knowledge. Our experimental results based on the
Pursuit-Evasion and Minefield Navigation problem domains show
that such self-organizing neural network can make effective use
of domain knowledge to improve learning efficiency and reduce
model complexity.

Keywords-Reinforcement learning, Domain Knowledge, Self-
Organizing Neural Networks, Adaptive Resonance Theory

I. I NTRODUCTION

T He use of domain knowledge in machine learning has
become pervasive over past two decades largely due to

its significant impact on learning outcomes [1]. Integrating
domain knowledge, that cannot be easily learned, into a
learning model can lead to improvements in terms of both
learning efficiency as well as model complexity [2]. When
designing real-time autonomous systems, knowledge insertion
is especially beneficial as it allows the systems to start op-
erating at a reasonable level of performance in a potentially
hostile environment.

Various approaches to incorporating domain knowledge into
different learning processes have been proposed. Early works
on the use of domain knowledge include training neural
networks by learning from hints [3], the First Order Combined
Learner in inductive learning [4], the Explanation-based Neu-
ral Network in explanation-based learning [5], the Knowledge-
based Artificial Neural Network (KBANN) [6] and the
Knowledge-based Conceptual Neural Network (KBCNN) [7]
in supervised learning. Although many different usages of
domain knowledge have been demonstrated, few of them
attempted to insert symbolic knowledge explicitly into the
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learning models. This is thought to be due largely to the diffi-
culty in reconciling the human-specified symbolic knowledge
and the specialized knowledge representation typically found
in the learning models. For reinforcement learning systems,
there is also a dilemma between exploiting inserted knowledge
and exploring new knowledge.

In most reinforcement learning systems, domain knowledge
is used indirectly to improve learning efficiency [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12]. In contrast, this paper shows how domain knowl-
edge can be directly inserted into a self-organizing neural
network model known as Fusion Architecture for Learning
and Cognition (FALCON) [13], [14] used for reinforcement
learning. As a generalized form of Adaptive Resonance Theory
(ART) [15], FALCON performs online incremental learning
of cognitive nodes for encoding value and action policies
based on evaluative feedback from the environment. As the
knowledge encoded by the cognitive nodes in FALCON is
compatible with symbolic rule-based representation, IF-THEN
rules specified by human experts can be inserted into FALCON
and subsequently refined and supplemented by the discovered
knowledge.

While our initial experiments on rule insertion have yielded
encouraging results, they are limited to relatively simple
domains, such as minefield navigation task [16] and route
planning task [17]. Issues arise when the method was applied
to problems involving larger state spaces. Specifically, rather
than making use of the inserted knowledge, which are highly
generalized patterns of the state space, the model tends to
create and use newly learned knowledge.

To improve the use of the inserted knowledge, we present
an analysis to show how the vigilance parameters of FALCON
can influence the exploitation of inserted knowledge and the
learning of new knowledge patterns. From the analysis, we
conclude that using low state vigilance encourages exploita-
tion of domain knowledge. More importantly, we propose
a reward vigilance adaptation strategy, which enables the
maximal exploitation of domain knowledge while retaining
the flexibility of exploring new knowledge if necessary. This
strategy depends on the reward vigilance criterion to ensure
the selection of good rules. Consequentially, explorationof
new knowledge is conducted only when no cognitive nodes
can satisfy the reward vigilance criterion.

We evaluate our proposed strategies using a non-trivial
Pursuit-Evasion (PE) problem domain and the Minefield Nav-
igation Task (MNT). The first set of experiments investigates
the impact of using different state vigilances on the inserted
domain knowledge. The next set of experiments investigates
the effect of using greedy exploitation with the reward vigi-
lance adaptation strategy. The third set of experiments com-
pares the greedy exploitation and adaptive reward vigilance
strategy with alternative approaches, including a naı̈ve re-
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sponse system, a non-adaptive FALCON, an adaptedkNN-
TD(λ) model [18], an adapted GSOM [19] and standardQ-
Learning. The final experiment evaluates the proposed strate-
gies in the MNT problem domain. The experimental results
confirm our hypothesis that a self-organizing neural network
that make proper use of domain knowledge can have improved
learning efficiency and reduced model complexity.

The presentation of this approach opens with a survey of
related works that use domain knowledge to improve learning
efficiency in Section II. This is followed by a summary of
FALCON in Section III. Details on how domain knowledge
can be used to improve learning efficiency are provided in Sec-
tion IV. The PE problem domain is introduced in Section V.
This is followed by the presentation of the experiments and the
results in Section VI. The conclusion to this work is provided
in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Various approaches to integrate domain knowledge and differ-
ent types of learning systems have been known. In many of
these works, domain knowledge is used in an indirect manner.
For example, domain knowledge has been used to generate
rare examples for learning [20]. Domain knowledge were also
used for selecting variables and features for learning sys-
tems [21]. Direct use of different types of domain knowledge
in inductive learning was also known to significantly reduce
the amount of search required [4].

Bayesian networks, on the other hand, have used domain
knowledge in both direct and indirect ways. Direct use of
domain knowledge in Bayesian networks include [22] where
domain knowledge expressed intuitively using object-oriented
bayesian network was used with the Structural EM algorithm
for improving learning efficiency. Indirect uses of domain
knowledge in Bayesian networks include [23] where domain
knowledge in the form of bayesian prior probability distri-
bution within the preferential metric was used to derive the
instantaneous cost of incremental learning using gradientde-
scent algorithms. In [24], domain knowledge from experts was
used in search-based learning process of bayesian networks.

Indirect uses of domain knowledge in neural networks in-
clude [3] where knowledge on known properties of a function
was used in learning-from-examples paradigm for training
neural networks. In [25], transformation-invariance domain
knowledge and knowledge on data were incorporated into
SVMs to build invariant kernels, generate training data and
formulate problem of optimization methods. Also, domain
knowledge was used to design a new class of neural net-
works that generalized better than standard artificial neural
network [26].

Direct uses of domain knowledge in neural networks for
supervised learning include [7] where domain knowledge is
inserted into KBCNN and refined using supervised learning. In
[6], symbolic rules were used to initialize the network structure
of KBANN. However, refinement of the learned symbolic rules
using back-propagation algorithm can erode the originallyin-
serted knowledge. To address this problem, Cascade ARTMAP
was proposed to integrate domain knowledge represented as
propositional rules and neural network learning [2]. Based
on Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART), Cascade ARTMAP
enabled stable encoding of inserted knowledge and further

learning of new knowledge when necessary by creating new
cognitive nodes.

Domain knowledge is typically used indirectly in reinforce-
ment learning systems. For example, domain knowledge on the
rate of spatial variation of the action values was incorporated
into Q-Learning [8]. Also, domain knowledge was used to
initialize the evaluation function and to define state-dependent
action sets [9]. In [10], domain knowledge was used to direct
exploration. Also, domain knowledge was used to partition
the key states to speed up RL [11]. An example of the
direct use of domain knowledge is when domain knowledge
in the form of approximate plans with several choices points
were incorporated into Icarus agent for further refinement by
reinforcement learning [12].

As seen, many learning systems have used domain knowl-
edge in an indirect fashion. There are even fewer attempt
to insert domain knowledge directly into real-time learning
models. This, we believe, is due to the difficulty in reconciling
domain knowledge and real-time learning. For reinforcement
learning, there is an added dilemma of balancing between
exploitation of inserted knowledge and the exploration of new
knowledge.

III. T HE REINFORCEMENTLEARNING MODEL

FALCON [13], [14] is a class of self-organizing neural net-
work designed for reinforcement learning. Based on ART [15],
FALCON learns incrementally and generalizes in real time.
The long-term value of the selected action choices to the states
is estimated using a temporal difference (TD) method known
as BoundedQ-Learning [27].

A. Structure and Operating Modes

Structurally, the FALCON network employs a3-channel
architecture (Fig. 1) comprising an input/output (IO) layer and
a knowledge layer. The IO layer has three input fields, namely
a sensory fieldF c1

1 for accepting state vectorS, an action
field F c2

1 for accepting action vectorA, and a reward field
F c3
1 for accepting reward vectorR. The category fieldF c

2 at
the knowledge layer stores the committed and uncommitted
cognitive nodes. Each cognitive nodej has a set of template
weightswck

j for k = {1, 2, 3}.

Fig. 1. The FALCON Architecture.

FALCON operates in thePERFORMmode to decide on
action choices for the states. FALCON operates in theLEARN
mode to learn the long term values of these action choices on
the states. To be detailed in Section IV-A, FALCON operates
in the INSERTmode to assimilate domain knowledge.
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Given an input state, presented as activity vectorx
ck,

FALCON selects winning cognitive nodeJ using the approach
outlined in Algorithm 1. In thePERFORMmode, the action
field is used in Activity Readout to decodewc3

J as action
choicea using (4). Selecting an uncommitted cognitive node
in thePERFORMmode triggers exploration for action choice
a. In theLEARNmode, cognitive nodeJ is used in Template
Learning to learn the activity vectorsxck using (3). A new
cognitive node is created when an uncommitted cognitive node
is selected as the winning node in theLEARNmode.

B. Incorporating Temporal Difference Method

For learning from delayed evaluative feedback signals, the
value functionQ(s, a) of state-action pairs is estimated using
temporal difference (TD) method outlined in Algorithm 2 [14].
At time t, line 1-9 of Algorithm 2 show FALCON operating
in PERFORM mode to select action choicea either by
exploration or by exploitation. At timet + 1, line 10-13 of
Algorithm 2 show FALCON operating inLEARNmode uses
rewardr from the environment on action choicea to estimate
the value functionQ(s, a).

Algorithm 1 The FALCON Algorithm
Require: Activity vectorsxck and all weight vectorswck

j for k = {1, 2, 3}
1: for eachF c

2 nodej do
2: Code Activation: The choice functionT c

j is derived using

T c
j =

3∑

k=1

γck
|xck ∧wck

j |

αck + |wck
j |

, (1)

where the fuzzy AND operation(p∧q)i ≡ min(pi, qi), the norm|.|
is defined by|p| ≡

∑
i pi for vectorsp andq, αck ∈ [0, 1] are the

choice parameters andγck ∈ [0, 1] are the contribution parameters.
3: end for
4: repeat
5: Code Competition: Index of winning cognitive nodeJ is found using

J = argmax
j

{T c
j : for all F c

2 nodej}.

6: Template Matching: Derivemck
J

to determine whether resonance is
attained using

mck
J =

|xck ∧wck
J

|

|xck|
≥ ρck, (2)

whereρck ∈ [0, 1] are the vigilance parameters.
7: if vigilance criterion is satisfiedthen
8: Resonanceis attained.
9: else

10: Match Tracking : Modify state vigilanceρc1 using

ρc1 = min{mck
J + ψ, 1.0},

whereψ is a very small step increment to match functionmck
J

.
11: Reset: T c

J
= 0.0.

12: end if
13: until Resonance Stateis attained.
14: if operating in LEARN/INSERT modethen
15: Template Learning: Modify wck

J
using

w
ck(new)
J

= (1− βck)w
ck(old)
J

+ βck(xck ∧w
ck(old)
J

), (3)

whereβck ∈ [0, 1] are the learning rate parameters.
16: else if operating in PERFORM modethen
17: Activity Readout: Read out the action vectorA of cognitive nodeJ

using
xc2(new) = xc2(old) ∧wc2

J . (4)

Decodexc2(new) to derive action choicea.
18: end if

Algorithm 2 The TD-FALCON algorithm
1: Initialize the FALCON network.
2: Sense the environment and formulate a state vectorS based on the current

states.
3: Following an action selection policy, first make a choice between explo-

ration and exploitation.
4: if Exploration then
5: Choose action choicea using an exploration strategy.
6: else if Exploitation then
7: Identify action choicea with the maximalQ(s, a) value by presenting

the state vectorS, the action vectorA = {1, . . . , 1}, and the reward
vectorR = {1, 0} to FALCON.

8: end if
9: Perform the action choicea, observe the next states′, and receive a

rewardr (if any) from the environment.
10: Estimate the revised value functionQ(s, a) following a Temporal Differ-

ence formula such as∆Q(s, a) = α(r+γmaxa′ Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)).
11: Formulate action vectorA based on action choicea and reward vectorR

based onQ(s, a).
12: Present the corresponding stateS, action A, and rewardR vectors to

FALCON for learning.
13: Update the current state by s = s’.
14: Repeat from Step 2 untils is a terminal state.

Iterative Value Estimation: A temporal difference method
known as BoundedQ-Learning [14] is used iteratively to
estimate the value of applying action choicea to states. The
Q-value update function is given by

Qnew(s, a) = Q(s, a) + αTDerr(1 −Q(s, a)),

whereα ∈ [0, 1] is the learning parameter and theTDerr is
the temporal error term which is derived using

TDerr = r + γmax
a′

Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a),

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount parameter and the
maxa′ Q(s′, a′) is the maximum estimated value of the next
state s′. The estimatedQ-value Qnew(s, a) is used as a
teaching signal to learn the association of states and action
choice a. It is notable that in TD-FALCON, the values of
Q(s, a) and maxa′ Q(s′, a′) are in turn estimated using the
same FALCON network.

C. Action Selection Policy

The action selection policy used here is known as Self-
Regulating Action Exploration [28]. Using this approach,
action exploration is performed with a probability ofǫ where
ǫ ∈ [0, 1] is regulated by the performance of the learning
system. The performance is estimated using an interval success
rate φ derived usingφ = ws

wn
, wherews is the number of

successful trials withinwn training iterations. After everywn

trials, ǫ is updated usingǫ = 1− φ.
In addition, after each update,ǫ is linearly decayed over

the nextwn training iterations using anǫ-decay rateδ which
is derived using ǫ

wn
. As exploitation is performed with a

probability of 1 − ǫ, such an approach gradually increases
exploitation of the learned knowledge withinwn training
iterations.

D. Pruning

Reinforcement learning can lead to the learning of cognitive
nodes that become irrelevant after some time. Action selection
and learning become inefficient when these irrelevant cognitive
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nodes are not pruned. Therefore, a confidence-based pruning
strategy similar to the one proposed in [13] is adopted to prune
the irrelevant cognitive nodes.

Specifically, each cognitive nodej has a confidence level
cj wherecj ∈ [0.0, 1.0] and an ageσj whereσj ∈ [0,R]. A
newly committed cognitive nodej has an initial confidence
level cj(0) and an initial ageσj(0). At time t, the confidence
level cJ of winning cognitive nodeJ is reinforced using

cJ(t+ 1) = cJ (t) + η(1− cJ(t)),

whereη is the reinforcement rate of the confidence level for
all cognitive nodes. Also at timet, the confidence levelcj of
cognitive nodej is decayed using

cj(t+ 1) = cj(t)− ζcj(t),

where ζ is the decay rate of the confidence level for all
cognitive nodes.

An age attributeσj is introduced to cognitive nodej to
prevent it from being pruned whenσj = σj(0), cj = cj(0) and
cj < crec wherecrec is the recommended confidence threshold.
At time t, ageσj of cognitive nodej is modified usingσj(t)+
1. Cognitive nodej is pruned only whencj(t) < crec and
σj(t) ≥ σold whereσold is the old age threshold.

IV. B OOTSTRAPREINFORCEMENTLEARNING USING

DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE

A. Inserting Domain Knowledge

Domain knowledge defined using symbols has to be translated
into vector patterns before insertion into FALCON. The pre-
sentation of this two-step process of inserting domain knowl-
edge begins with the following definition of propositional
rules.

Definition 1 (Propositional Rule). Given a state space

X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn, . . . , xN},

and an action space

Y = {y1, y2, . . . , ym, . . . , yM},

whereX ∩Y ≡ 0, each unit of domain knowledge is defined
as a propositional rulerj with the following format

Rulerj : IF X
rj THENY

rj(REWARDprj),

where the antecedent setXrj ⊂ X, the consequent setYrj ⊂
Y and prj ∈ [0, 1] is the reward factor.

From Definition 1, letap be an attribute in either state space
X or action spaceY, the set of possible attribute-value binding
bpq of attributeap is defined as

V (ap) = {bp1, bp2, . . . , bpq, . . . , bpQ}.

For ‖Xrj‖ ≥ 2, conjunctive relationship exists among the
antecedents of Rulerj while disjunctive relationship exists
between Ruler1 and Ruler2 with identical consequent, i.e.,
X

r1 6= X
r2 andYr1 ≡ Y

r2 .
Translation: Outlined in Algorithm 3, each propositional rule
rj has to be translated from its symbol-based representation
into vector pattern for insertion into FALCON. Each attribute-
value bindingbpq of attributeap in propositional rulerj is

Algorithm 3 Translation of Propositional Rules.
Ensure: Initialize FALCON with an uncommitted cognitive node.
1: for each propositional rulerj do
2: for each attributeap ∈ Xrj do
3: for each attribute-value bindingbpq ∈ V (ap) do
4: Translatebpq into vectorvpq using (5).
5: end for
6: Translateap into attribute vectorSp using (6).
7: end for
8: Translate antecedentXrj into state vectorSrj using (7).
9: Repeat step 3-7 for translation of each attributeap ∈ Yrj .

10: Translate consequentYrj into action vectorArj using (8).
11: Set rewardprj into reward vectorRrj using (9).
12: Operate FALCON inINSERTmode to insert translated propositional

rule rj as{Srj ,Arj ,Rrj}.
13: end for
14: return FALCON with inserted domain knowledge.

converted into a complement-coded vectorvpq = {vpq, v
c
pq},

wherevcpq = 1− vpq . Specifically,vpq is determined as

{vpq, v
c
pq} =







{1, 0} if ap ≡ bpq,
{0, 1} if ap 6= bpq,
{0, 0} if ap is not considered.

(5)

Consequentially, each attributeap can be translated into a
concatenated vector

Sp = {vp1,vp2, . . . ,vpq, . . . ,vpQ}. (6)

Hence, the antecedentX
rj can be translated into a fixed-length

state vector
S
rj = {Sn|n ∈ [1, ‖X‖]}, (7)

and the consequentYrj can be translated into a fixed-length
action vector

A
rj = {Sm|m ∈ [1, ‖Y‖]}, (8)

and the rewardprj whereprj ∈ {0, 1} can be translated into a
two-element reward vector

R
rj = {prj , 1− prj}. (9)

In effect, the antecedentXrj , consequentYrj and reward
prj of the propositional rulerj are translated into the state
vectorSrj , the action vectorArj and the reward vectorRrj

respectively.
Insertion: The tuple {Srj ,Arj ,Rrj} of translated proposi-
tional rulerj are presented to the respective fields of FALCON
as the activity vectorxck. To learn{Srj ,Arj ,Rrj}, a winning
cognitive nodeJ is selected using vigilance parametersρck =
{1.0, 1.0, 1.0}. This means the respective weight vectors of
the winning cognitive nodeJ have to be perfectly matched
to {Srj ,Arj ,Rrj}. An illustration of the rule translation and
insertion procedures can be seen in Fig. 2.

During insertion, duplicates are eliminated by grouping
translated propositional rules with identical vector patterns into
the same cognitive node. In the absence of a perfectly matched
committed cognitive nodes, an uncommitted cognitive node is
picked to learn{Srj ,Arj ,Rrj}. It becomes a newly committed
cognitive node and a new cognitive node is created.

FALCON operates in theINSERTmode to assimilate the
translated propositional rules. The insertion of these trans-
lated propositional rules into FALCON as cognitive nodes
bootstraps FALCON for action selection and learning. When
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Fig. 2. Encoding of domain knowledge and inserting it into FALCON

FALCON operates in thePERFORMmode, the action choice
to the states is derived from a cognitive node best-matched to
the states. When FALCON operates in theLEARNmode, the
cognitive node best-matched to the previous state is pickedfor
updating.
Broad Propositional Rules: Domain knowledge is often
specified using selected attributes. Irrelevant attributes are
excluded from the antecedent leading to a broadening of the
scope of application of such propositional rules to more states.
Such propositional rules are formally defined below asbroad
propositional rules.

Definition 2 (Broad Propositional Rule). Given that state
spaceX is a set of attributesxn wheren ∈ [1, ‖X‖] and the
action spaceY is a set of attributesym wherem ∈ [1, ‖Y‖],
a broadpropositional rulerj has antecedent setXrj where
X

rj ⊂ X and consequent setYrj whereYrj ⊂ Y.

The antecedent setXrj of a broad propositional rulerj is
translated into fixed-length state vectorS

rj using the transla-
tion technique outlined in Algorithm 3. The length of state
vector Srj is fixed because it encompasses the entire state
spaceX. Attributexn missing from antecedentXrj of a broad
propositional rulerj is translated into a zero attribute vector
S
rj
n = {0, . . . , 0}. State vectorSrj with zero attribute vector

S
rj
n leads to ageneralized state vectoras defined below.

Definition 3 (Generalized State Vector). The translated an-
tecedentXrj of a broadpropositional rulerj is a fixed length

generalizedstate vectorSrj such thatSrj = {Srj
1 , . . . , Srj

‖X‖}

whereXrj ⊂ X and ∃i ∈ [1, ‖X‖], Srj
i
= {0, . . . , 0}.

The consequent setYrj is assumed to be equivalent to
the action spaceY while the rewardprj is simply translated
into a two-element vectorRrj . Therefore, the concept of
being broad is limited to the definition of the antecedent of
the propositional rules. This is highlighted because specific
design principle of the self-organizing neural network hasto
be followed to improve the learning efficiency from the use
of domain knowledge.

B. Analysis of FALCON using Domain Knowledge

In this section, an analysis of the characteristic of the code
selection process is presented to show how FALCON balances
between exploitation of inserted domain knowledge and explo-
ration for new knowledge.
Code Selection: The inserted domain knowledge and the
learned knowledge are subjected to the same code selection
procedures for action selection and learning. Given an activity
vector xck, the Choice FunctionT c

j of each cognitive node
j is derived using (1). The property regarding the choice
probability of cognitive nodes with respect to activity vector
x
ck is specified in Lemma 1.

Lemma 1 (Choice Probability of Cognitive Nodes). Assum-
ing all things equal, given two cognitive nodesj1 and j2 such
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that
|wc1

j1 | < |wc1
j2 |,

the probability of cognitive nodej1 winning the code compe-
tition is higher than that of cognitive nodej2.

Proof 1. Following the Direct Code Access method [29], we
havexc1 = S, xc2 = {1, . . . , 1} andxc3 = {1, 0}. The choice
function of cognitive nodej derived using(1) is given by

Tj = γc1 |xc1∧w
c1
j |

αc1+|wc1
j
|
+ γc2 |wc2

j |

αc2+|wc2
j
|
+ γc3 |wc3

j |

αc3+|wc3
j
|
.

With all things equal, each cognitive nodej has a uniform
norm in the action and reward fields. We have

Tj = γc1 |xc1∧w
c1
j |

αc1+|wc1
j
|
+ C,

whereC is a constant across all cognitive nodes. This means
that the choice functionT c

j will have the highest value when
each of the non-zero attributes in the template state vector
w

c1
j is matched by the corresponding attributes in the input

state vectorxc1. In other words,∀i, xc1(i) ≥ wc1
j (i).

Assuming a uniform distribution of the input attribute values
in the state space, the probability for a state attribute to match
to the corresponding non-zero weight value in the template
vector encoded by a cognitive node is a constant valuep ∈
[0, 1]. It follows that the probability values for all non-zero
weight values of cognitive nodej1 and cognitive nodej2 to
be matched by the corresponding input attributes are given by

Probj1 = p(Nj1) and Probj2 = p(Nj2),

whereNj1 andNj2 are the number of non-zero attributes in
the template state vectorswc1

j1
andw

c1
j2

respectively.
Given that|wc1

j1 | < |wc1
j2 |, we haveNj1 < Nj2 and thus

Probj1 > Probj2 .

Therefore, the choice probability of cognitive nodej1 is
higher than that of cognitive nodesj2

Corollary 1. Assuming all things equal, abroadpropositional
rule with a smaller collection of antecedent attributes than the
state spaceX is likely to have a higher probability of getting
selected during code competition.

However, it is also known that the match functionmck
J

derived using (2) will still have to satisfy the vigilance crite-
rion during Template Matching. Therefore, the probabilityof
cognitive nodeJ satisfying the vigilance criterion is presented
as the match probability in the following lemma.

Lemma 2 (Match Probability of Cognitive Nodes). Assum-
ing all things equal, given two cognitive nodesj1 and j2 such
that

|wc1
j1 | < |wc1

j2 |,

the probability of the cognitive nodej1 satisfying the vigilance
criterion is lower than that of cognitive nodej2.

Proof 2. Given that, for the same state activity vectorx
c1,

mc1
J=j1

andmc1
J=j2

are derived as

mc1
J=j1

=
|xc1∧w

c1
j1

|

|xc1| and mc1
J=j2

=
|xc1∧w

c1
j2

|

|xc1| .

Since|wc1
j1
| < |wc1

j2
|, we have

|xc1 ∧w
c1
j1
|

|xc1|
<

|xc1 ∧w
c1
j2
|

|xc1|
.

Therefore, for the same state vigilanceρc1, we have

P (mc1
J=j1 > ρc1) < P (mc1

J=j2 > ρc1).

Corollary 2. Assuming all things equal, abroadpropositional
rule with a smaller set of antecedent attributes has a lower
probability of satisfying the vigilance criterion.

Given the above analysis, a cognitive nodejrj encoding
broadpropositional rulerj has a higher probability of winning
the code competition but has a lower probability of satisfying
the vigilance criterion. Therefore, it is inferred that using low
state vigilanceρc1 can allow cognitive nodejrj to satisfy the
state vigilance criterion after winning the code competition.

C. Action Selection Strategy

Given the use of domain knowledge, FALCON is designed
to respond effectively from the onset of the learning process.
Therefore, an action selection strategy is proposed with the
following design principles in mind.
Design Principle 1: Given an input state, FALCON should se-
lect an existing cognitive node encoding a broad propositional
rule for action selection as much as possible.
Design Principle 2: Given an input state, FALCON should
select an existing cognitive node for action selection onlywhen
it is effective to this state.

As a consequence, exploration is necessary only when
none of the cognitive nodes can be exploited for responding
to the states. Therefore, an exploitation strategy known as
Greedy Exploitation is proposed to maximise exploitation and
minimize exploration for greater learning efficiency.
Greedy Exploitation: This strategy always attempts to exploit
the learned knowledge for responding to the states. With this
approach, the code selection mechanism is used to search fora
cognitive node that encodes a learned knowledge that satisfies
the vigilance criterion. Therefore, any cognitive node identified
using the code selection mechanism is taken to be suitable for
providing an action choice effective to the states.

However, it is also expected that no cognitive node can
be found for certain states. This is when the action space is
explored for an action choice to respond to such states. In
effect, exploration of the action space is no longer regulated
using some probabilistic parameters such asǫ and temperature
T . Instead, it is performed only when none of the existing
cognitive nodes can be exploited for responding to the states.

The Greedy Exploitationstrategy outlined in Algorithm 4
is incorporated into FALCON by replacing line 3 to line 8
of Algorithm 2. Low state vigilanceρc1 → 0.0 is required to
exploit cognitive nodes of the broad propositional rules. The
insertion of the broad propositional rules allows exploitation of
the committed cognitive nodes from the onset of the learning
process, by exploring only when none of the committed
cognitive nodes can be exploited. The benefit of this approach
is in the form of improved learning efficiency and reduced
model complexity.
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Algorithm 4 Greedy Exploitation of Learned Knowledge
Require: FALCON with committed cognitive nodes.
Ensure: ρc1 → 0.0.
1: Searchcategory fieldF 2

c for cognitive nodeJ such thatmck ≥ ρck.
2: if cognitive nodeJ is uncommittedthen
3: Explore for action choicea using an exploration strategy.
4: else if cognitive nodeJ is committedthen
5: Perform activity readout of action fieldωc2

J
for action choicea.

6: end if
7: return action choicea.

The exclusion of an action selection policy from the rein-
forcement learning process means the code selection mech-
anism of FALCON is used to balance between exploitation
and exploration. The code activation and code competition
procedures are, in essence, self-organizing. Therefore, it is
recognized that the selection of cognitive node with an action
choice effective to the states can only be controlled using the
vigilance criterion. In this sense, a reward vigilance adaptation
strategy is proposed to ensure the use of appropriate reward
vigilance for the vigilance criterion.
Reward Vigilance Adaptation: The vigilance parameters
ρck for k = {1, 2, 3} are used to select a winning cognitive
node J for either action selection or learning. Individually,
the state vigilanceρc1 has to be low for matching generalized
state patterns, the action vigilanceρc2 = 0.0 is used for action
selection andρc2 = 1.0 is used for learning and the reward
vigilance ρc3 is used to select an effective cognitive nodej
that is defined as follows.

Definition 4 (Effective Cognitive Node). A cognitive node
j is considered effective when it recommends action choicea
to states resulting in Ej(s, a) ≥ 0.5 and Ej(s, a) is derived
using

Ej(s, a) =

∑P
p κp

P
, (10)

whereP is the total number of reward attributes andκp ∈
{0, 1} indicates whether the action choicea is effective(κp =
1.0) or ineffective(κp = 0.0) to states with respect to reward
attribute p.

Specifically, it is proposed that reward vigilanceρc3 be
adapted to guarantee the selection of an effective cognitive
nodej using

ρc3(t+ 1) = min(νρc3(t) + (1− ν)Q(s, a), ρc3(t)), (11)

whereν is the adaptation rate ofρc3 andQ(s, a) is an updated
estimation of theQ-value of cognitive nodej with action
choicea known to haveEj(s, a) ≥ 0.5.

Algorithm 5 Adaptation of Reward Vigilance
Require: UpdatedQ-valueQ(s, a)
1: Derive effectivenessEj(s, a) of action choicea to states using (10).
2: if Ej(s, a) ≥ 0.5 then
3: Adapt reward vigilanceρc3 by applyingQ(s, a) to (11).
4: end if
5: return updated reward vigilanceρc3.

The reward vigilance adaptation strategy, as outlined in
Algorithm 5, is to be inserted after Step 11 of Algorithm 2.
An effective reward vigilance can be found using the proposed
reward vigilance adaptation strategy given in (12). This is

because the existence of an effective reward vigilance is
guaranteed using the following lemma.

Lemma 3 (Existence of Effective Reward Vigilance). As-
sumingQ-Learning converges, given an effective cognitive
node j1 (see Definition 4) recommending action choicea1
for states and an ineffective cognitive nodej2 recommending
action choicea2 for states, there exists a reward vigilanceρc3

such that cognitive nodej1 achieves resonance and cognitive
nodej2 is reset.

Proof 3. AssumingQ-Learning converges,Q(s, a1) and
Q(s, a2) track their respective effectivenessEj1(s, a1) and
Ej2(s, a2) which are correlated to each other with respect to
κp used in(10).

Given that cognitive nodej1 is effective and cognitive node
j2 is ineffective, we have

Ej1(s, a1) > Ej2(s, a2),

implyingQ(s, a1) > Q(s, a2).
By the definition of the match function seen in(2), we have

mc3
J=j1

= |wc3
j1| = Q(s, a1),

mc3
J=j2

= |wc3
j2| = Q(s, a2).

Thusmc3
J=j1

> mc3
J=j2

.
Therefore, there exists a reward vigilanceρc3 such that

mc3
J=j1 ≥ ρc3 > mc3

J=j2 .

Following Lemma 3, exploration is only required when none
of the committed cognitive nodes can satisfy the vigilance
criterion. Therefore, exploitation of the domain and learned
knowledge is maximized leading to improved learning effi-
ciency.

V. PURSUIT-EVASION PROBLEM DOMAIN

The Pursuit-Evasion (PE) problem domain [30] is used here
to evaluate the self-organizing neural network that integrates
domain knowledge and reinforcement learning. As illustrated
in Fig. 3, there are two autonomous agents known as the Blue
entity agent and the Red entity agent. The Red entity agent
is hostile towards the Blue entity agent. The two-dimensional
environment has two safe areas where the Blue entity agent
will be safe from the Red entity agent. The Red entity agent
is constantly searching for the Blue entity agent. It eliminates
the Blue entity agent by touching it. The Blue entity agent is
tasked with a search mission of the areas. Therefore, it is also
moving constantly. It will have to evade the Red entity agent
to avoid elimination.

Like [31], the pursuit strategy of the Red entity agent is
deterministic while the Blue entity agent progressively learns
the evasive strategies to improve on its chance of evading the
Red entity agent over multiple training iterations. Knowledge
on the desired response is communicated to the entity agent
using the evaluated effect of the action choices.

A. The State Space

A situation-awareness model as defined in [32] is used as the
state space of the entity agents. It comprises eight types of
multi-valued attributes on theenemyand theterrain. Theper-
ception layer has four types of attributes, thecomprehension
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Fig. 3. The Pursuit-Evasion problem domain with safe and unsafe areas.

layer has three types of attributes and theprojection layer has
just one type of attribute. A state space with such a situation-
awareness model can have up to around2.86× 1010 possible
states. Further details on the state space can be found in [30].

B. The Action Space

The Blue entity agent learns to identify a compass directionto
evade the pursuit of the Red entity agent in this PE problem
domain. Therefore, the action space comprises eight compass
directions – north, northeast, east, southeast, south, southwest,
west and northwest – as the consequent of the decision-making
task. The effect of choosing an evade direction as a response
to the states is learned and may be exploited for subsequent
decision-making instances.

C. The Reward Attributes

Sensory information is used to quantify the effect of action
choice a on states. The trend revealed using these reward
attributes is used to derive the intermediate reward factorr
using

r =

∑P
p κpτp

∑P
p τp

, (12)

whereκp ∈ {0, 1} is the effectiveness (see Definition 4) of
action choicea to states with respect to reward attributep and
τp is the weight that reward attributep has on rewardr. The
choice of reward attributes is specific to the problem domain
and is derived based on the characteristic of the learning task.
Details on the choice of reward attributes can be found in [30].

D. Domain Knowledge

Domain knowledge in the PE problem domain is represented
as propositional rules. It comprises74 broad propositional
rules with either one-attribute, two-attribute or three-attribute
antecedents. Examples of such propositional rules are shown in
Fig. 4. Each propositional rule comprises a set of antecedents,
a consequent and a reward value.

The antecedents of the propositional rules are defined using
at least one attribute from the state space in the PE Situation-
Awareness model. The antecedents are translated to become
the state vectorS and presented to the state field of FALCON
during rule insertion.

The consequent of each propositional rule is matched to
an attribute in the action space specified in Section V-B. Just

Fig. 4. Samples of one-attribute, two-attribute and three-attribute proposi-
tional rules inserted as domain knowledge.

a single attribute is specified for the action space of the PE
problem domain. It is translated to become the action vector
A and presented to the action field of FALCON during rule
insertion.

The inserted domain knowledge is expected to allow FAL-
CON to respond correctly in relevant states. Therefore, these
propositional rules are initialized with a reward value of
0.75. The reward value is translated as reward vectorR and
presented to the reward field of FALCON during rule insertion.

E. Model Validation Criteria

Mission Completion Rates: Each training iterationi lasts
for the duration the Blue entity agent requires to complete
the search mission or till it is being eliminated by the Red
entity agent. No time-out is included in this PE simulation.
Therefore, the mission completion rates is derived usingκ

wn
,

whereκ is the number of times the Blue entity agent completes
the search mission at everywn training iterations andκ ≤ wn.
Code Population: This is the number of cognitive nodes at
each training iterationn. The growth of the code population is
expected to stagnate as the Blue entity agent settles on a fixed
set of evasive strategies. FALCON with a low code population
is considered to have a reduced model complexity.
Exploitation Rates: This is the percentage at which the
cognitive nodes are used for responding to the states. A higher
exploitation rates is perceived as having the cognitive nodes
for responding to the states. This is positive in limiting the
growth of the code population. Therefore, high growth of the
code population is correlated to low exploitation rates andvice
versa.

F. Models for Comparisons

Naı̈ve Response:An inference model only capable of random
response is included for a baseline performance profile on the
PE problem domain. For an action spaceA with N decision
choices of whichM of them are invalid to the current state,
an entity agent will have 1

N−M probability of selecting any of
the valid decision choices.
Non-Adaptive Rules-Only Model: Domain knowledge is in-
serted into FALCON as cognitive nodes. This inserted domain
knowledge is used as the only source of knowledge for action
selection. Reinforcement learning does not apply as there is
no learning. To eliminate potential bias on the selection of
the domain knowledge, the Direct Code Access mechanism
of FALCON is used for the selection of action choice from
among the cognitive nodes of the inserted domain knowledge.
Without learning, this model responds to the states by either
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exploiting the inserted domain knowledge or by selecting
random action choices.
Adapted kNN-TD(λ): The k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm
was used in a temporal difference learning scheme during
reinforcement learning [18]. It is adopted in this work with
some minor adaptations. The adaptations include the use of
k = 1 and getting each classifier to learn the mapping of state
vectorS, action vectorA and reward vectorA during RL.
Therefore, like cognitive nodej in FALCON, each classifier
clj has a weight template vectorwck

j , encoding the three
vectors{S,A,R}.

For action selection, the Euclidean distanced(xc1, wc1
j )

between classifierclj and the current activity vectorxck is
determined using

d(xc1, wc1
j ) =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=0

(xc1
i − wc1

ji )
2 for all node j. (13)

And this is followed by the identification of the winning
classifierclJ using

J = argmin
j

dj(x
c1, wc1

j ). (14)

The action weight vectorwc2
J of classifierclJ is subsequently

used to derive an action choicea to states.
For learning, BoundedQ-learning andλ = 0 are used

instead of the suggested eligibility traces for a fair comparison
with FALCON. It learns the estimated effectQ(s, a) of the
chosen action choicea by identifying a winning classifier
cJ using (13) and (14), which also satisfies the condition of
d(xc2, wc2

J ) = 0. This is to ensure that the winning node
encodes the same action to be learned. A new classifier is
added to learn{S,A,R} in the absence of a classifier that
can satisfy the above selection criteria.
Adapted GSOM: The growing self-organizing map (GSOM)
is included for comparison here because it is a well-known
function approximator used withQ-Learning [19] for similar
problem types. The GSOM model is adapted to have nodes
comprising{S,A,R}. Like FALCON andkNN-TD(λ), do-
main knowledge is used to initialize the adapted GSOM model.
During reinforcement learning, the adapted GSOM alternates
between two modes of operation. In perform mode, (13) is
used to identify the winning GSOM nodeJ . Action choicea
is then derived from the action field of winning GSOM node
J .

For learning, a GSOM nodej with d(xc2,wc2
j ) = 0 is first

selected. If such GSOM nodej is not found, thend(xc1,wc1
j )

is derived using (13) to find the winning GSOM nodeJ . To
determine whetherxck is close enough towck

J , a distance
thresholdλd is derived using

λd = (1− θ)λd + θd(xc1,wc1
j ),

whereθ is the adaptation rate ofλd to d(xc1,wc1
j ). Generali-

sation occurs when a winning GSOM nodeJ is used to learn
x
ck whend(xc1,wc1

J ) < λd. A new GSOM node is used to
learnxck whend(xc1,wc1

J ) ≥ λd or when no winning GSOM
node is found.
Q-Learning: The standardQ-Learning approach [27] is used
to estimate theQ-value for every learned state-action pair. For
action selection, action choicea is derived using the learned

knowledge whose state field is matched perfectly to the current
states. New knowledge is learned when none of the existing
knowledge is perfectly matched to states and action choice
a. The same action selection policy as the AdaptedkNN-
TD(λ) and the Adapted GSOM is used to balance between
exploitation and exploration. Pruning is not used here.

VI. T HE EXPERIMENTS

Four sets of experiments are conducted using the PE and the
MNT problem domains. The first set of experiments illustrates
the effect of state vigilance on the use of domain knowledge.
This is followed by the experiments to investigate the use
of greedy exploitation with reward vigilance adaptation. The
third set of experimental results compares FALCON using the
proposed strategies with the naı̈ve response system, the non-
adaptive FALCON, the adaptedkNN-TD(λ) and the adapted
GSOM. The final set of experiments directly compares this
work with earlier works based on the MNT problem domain.

Each experiment conducted using the PE problem domain
has500 training iterations. Each set of results is averaged using
20 runs of the same experiment. Subsequently, every40 data
points are averaged to give just12 data points to illustrate a
general trend while minimizing non-essential fluctuations. The
PE Experiments useσold = 20 iterations. Chosen empirically,
the parameters of FALCON and the other learning processes
used for the experiments based on both problem domains are
presented in Table I. The sameQ-Learning, pruning strategy
and Knowledge-based Exploration strategy [30] are used for
all configurations with reinforcement learning.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OFTD−FALCON AND ACTION SELECTION POLICY

FALCON for k = {1, 2, 3} TD Learning
Choice Parametersαck {0.1, 0.1, 0.1} Learning Rateα 0.5
Learning Ratesβck {1.0, 1.0, 1.0} Discount Factorγ 0.1
Contribution Parametersγck {0.33, 0.33, 0.33} Initial Q-Value 0.5
Vigilanceρck {ρc1, 0.0/1.0, ρc3}
ρc3 Adaptation Rateν 0.95
Confidence (cj(0), ζ, η) 0.5, 0.0005, 0.5
Parameters of Action Selection Policy
Initial ǫ value 0.0
Window sizeNw 20 iterations

A. State Vigilance for Domain Knowledge

Experiments conducted using high (ρc1 = 0.85) (E2,E4)
and no (ρc1 = 0.0) (E1,E3) state vigilance are presented
to illustrate its effect on learning efficiency when domain
knowledge is used. FALCON inserted with domain knowledge
is used in adaptive (E1,E2) and non-adaptive (E3,E4) mode
and a naı̈ve response system (E5) is included for baseline
comparison.

Comparison of mission completion rates in top plot of Fig. 5
shows better completion rates using no state vigilance for
adaptive and non-adaptive FALCON with domain knowledge.
This is evident from the higher mission completion rates of
E3 over E4 and of E1 over E2. From bottom plot of Fig. 5,
0% exploitation rates is observed for E4. This signifies that
none of the inserted domain knowledge can be selected when
a high state vigilance is used. In effect, it responds to the states
by constantly selecting random action choices. Therefore,E4
using a high state vigilance has a similar outcome as E5. Also,
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Fig. 5. Comparison of mission completion rates for the use ofdifferent state
vigilance criterion.

E2 is much less able to fully exploit its cognitive nodes than
E1. From these observations, low state vigilance is clearly
preferred when there is use of domain knowledge.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of code population for the use of different state vigilance
criterion.

Also shown in Fig. 6, high state vigilance is linked to
a higher peak code population. This is evident from com-
paring the peak code population of E1 and E2. Even after
significant pruning, E2 still has higher code population than
E1. The above experimental results show the use of no
state vigilance by non-adaptive and adaptive FALCON with
domain knowledge leads to better mission completion rates,
exploitation rates and lower code population. This is followed
by experiments in Section VI-B to illustrate the effect of
using greedy exploitation with reward vigilance adaptation on
learning efficiency.

B. Greedy Exploitation with Reward Vigilance Adaptation

The experiments presented here use FALCON to evaluate the
effect of the reward vigilance adaptation strategy (E6,E8,E9)
and the greedy exploitation strategy (E6,E7,E8). Comparisons
are made with FALCON with no reward vigilance (ρc3 =
0.0) (E7,E10) and with FALCON with the adaptiveǫ-greedy
strategy (E9,E10). E8 is a variant of E6 without pruning.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of mission completion rates for using greedy exploitation
and reward vigilance adaptation.

From Fig. 7, E6 (ρc3(0) = 0.47) is observed with the
highest mission completion rate. E8 shows pruning has little
effect on the mission completion rate when compared to E6.
Comparison between E9 and E10 shows that adapting reward
vigilance leads to more efficient convergence. Comparison
between E6 and E9 shows even higher mission completion
rates is possible using the greedy exploitation strategy. Direct
correlation between the mission completion rates (top plot) and
the exploitation rates (bottom plot) can be observed in Fig.7.
From E7 and E10, no reward vigilance is linked to higher
exploitation rates from the onset of reinforcement learning.
E6, E8 and E9 suggest adapting reward vigilance can improve
exploitation rates as more effective knowledge is learned.In
contrast, the exploitation rates of E7 and E10 saturate much
more gradually.

From Fig. 8, the code population of E7 and E10 are among
the lowest. This is because usingρc3 = 0.0 leads to more
generalization among cognitive nodes with the same action
choices (ρc2 = 1.0). Very few new cognitive nodes are created
as there is more updating of existing cognitive nodes. The
higher code population of E8 accentuate the benefit of using
pruning. In summary, on top of using no state vigilance, the
experimental results here have illustrated significant reduction
to the model complexity whenreward vigilance adaptation
andgreedy exploitationare included.

C. Comparison with other function approximators

The experiments here compare the effect of using FALCON
integrated withgreedy exploitationandreward vigilance adap-
tation (E6) with other function approximators. FALCON with
no state vigilance (ρc1 = 0.0) is used for E3, E6 and E11.
Comparisons are made with E3, E5, the adaptedkNN-TD(λ)
(E12), the adapted GSOM (E16) (withθ = 0.25) and the
standardQ-Learning (E13).

From the top plot of Fig. 9, illustrating just the use of do-
main knowledge, E3 is already better than E5 (naı̈ve response).
In comparison, E12, E13 and E16 are shown to be converging
slower than E11. Consequentially, E6 has the best learning
efficiency among the configurations. As can be expected, the
bottom plot of Fig. 9 shows E5 with0% exploitation rates.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of mission completion rates among the different
approaches.

In contrast, E3 exploits the domain knowledge at around80%
of the time while responding randomly for all the other time.
In comparison, E12, E13 and E16 require around the same
duration to fully exploit the learned knowledge. In comparison,
E11 is slower to achieve100% exploitation rates than E6.

From Fig. 10, E11 is observed with a higher initial code
population than E6. Without pruning, thecode population
of E13 continues to rise above all the others. As training
progresses, E6 and E11 are able to converge on a similar
code population while those of E12 and E3 remain above
them towards the end of the training process. The change in
the code population is perceived as being correlated to the
mission completion rates in Fig. 9. The code population for
E6, E11 and E12 begin to decline as their mission completion
rates saturate. The code population of E16, though higher than
those of E6, E11 and E12, remains rather constant while its
mission completion rates gradually improve over time. The
growth of the code population of E13 slows as the mission
completion rates saturate.

In terms of runtime efficiency, we compare the runtime
taken by each model for each decision cycle (comprising
action selection and learning) and the total runtime each model
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Fig. 10. Comparison of code population among the different approaches.

took to reach full exploitation. From our results, E13 ran ata
decision cycle of6.24 ms, the decision cycles of E6, E12 and
E16 took0.98 ms, 8.08 ms and2.61 ms respectively. As for
the total runtime to reach100% exploitation, E6, E12, E13 and
E16 took473.85 ms, 3878.71 ms, 2996.26 ms and1253.89
ms respectively. The results show that our proposed strategy
(E6) is more efficient than the compared models.

D. Experiments using Minefield Navigation Task

In the MNT problem domain [13], an autonomous vehicle
(AV) is tasked to navigate a16 × 16 minefield consisting of
10 mines to a target destination. Inputs to the AV include5
sonar readings of mine positions and8 target bearings. The
AV move towards the destination in one of the5 directions.
The immediate reward is based on the absolute distance to
the destination while terminal reward of1 is given when AV
reaches the target and terminal reward of0 is given when it
either moves into a mine or fails to reach the destination in a
fixed number of steps.

The scenarios, defined by the placement of destination, the
mines and the AV, are randomly generated for each run of
the experiment. Performance of FALCONs with the proposed
strategies (E6 and E11) in this MNT problem domain is
compared with five other approaches. The experimental results
are averaged using20 runs of the experiments with2000
training iterations each. This is followed by aggregating every
100 data points to give just20 data points. E14 and E15
use ρck = {0.25, 0.2, 0.5}, γ = 0.5 and ǫ = 0.5. Pruning
is conducted usingσold = 100.

From Fig. 11, E3 shows success rates of around82% for the
five propositional rules that are also inserted in E6 and E14.E5
shows less than20% success rates by responding randomly.
E13 shows the standardQ-Learning starting from around30%
success rate and achieving close to100% after around1100
training iterations. Like in [16], E14 and E15 attain more than
90% success rates after learning for around the same duration.
In contrast, using domain knowledge based on the proposed
strategies, E6 is observed with better performance than E14in
Figure 9. The improved performance of E11 over E15 shows
the proposed strategies are also effective when no domain
knowledge is used.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of success rates as percentage of time AVnavigates to
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Fig. 12. The corresponding code population of the experiment configurations.

Fig. 12 compares the model complexity of various methods.
E13 with the highest number of cognitive nodes shows the
standardQ-Learning to be the least efficient approach. With
pruning, the code populations of E14 and E15 settle at around
500 nodes after2000 training iterations. In contrast, E6 and
E11 are much more efficient in containing the growth of
its code population. Therefore, the proposed strategies allow
FALCON to learn more efficiently (shown in Fig. 12) and
more effectively (shown in Fig. 11).

Following [14], comparison of timing information in the
MNT problem domain is made using the runtime taken by the
AV for each decision cycle and the total runtime over2000
iterations. Empirically, E13 has an total runtime of4 min 26
sec whereas E6, E11, E14 and E15 took around3.91 sec,
6.66 sec,2 min and1 min 27 sec respectively. In terms of the
runtime per decision cycle, E13 took14.21 ms. In comparison,
E6, E11, E14 and E15 took0.23 ms, 0.42 ms, 7.0 ms and
4.34 ms respectively. Consequentially, domain knowledge in
the MNT problem domain is also used more efficiently using
our proposed strategies (E6).

VII. C ONCLUSION

This work has shown how domain knowledge can be integrated
with reinforcement learning using a self-organizing neural
network known as TD-FALCON. We have shown analytically
how the inserted domain knowledge is utilized for action
selection and learning. In addition, we proposed the greedy
exploitation and reward vigilance adaptation strategies to make
better use of domain knowledge to improve learning efficiency.
Using such an approach, exploration is triggered only when
no effective cognitive node can be exploited for the states.It is
shown that the appropriate cognitive nodes can be selected as
the reward vigilance is adapted during reinforcement learning.

To illustrate the efficacy of the proposed strategies for
integrating domain knowledge with reinforcement learning,
experiments were conducted using the Pursuit-Evasion and
Minefield Navigation Task problem domains. Comparing with
the selected models, the experiment results show inserting
domain knowledge directly into TD-FALCON using the pro-
posed strategies improves success rates and reduces code
population in these two distinct problem domains. Comparison
of timing information from these two problem domains also
shows the proposed strategies to be more efficient than the
compared models.

This work of integrating domain knowledge and reinforce-
ment learning using a self-organizing neural network sets
the framework for developing more efficient autonomous
knowledge-based systems capable of continuously expanding
its knowledge through real-time interaction with the environ-
ment. In our future work, we shall embark on the application of
the proposed strategies in more challenging and complex real-
world problem domains. Beyond the type of logical structure,
domain knowledge in these problem domains is likely to be
more complex and heterogeneous. By drawing inspirations
from the fields of cognitive psychology and neuroscience, we
aim to build self-organizing knowledge systems for addressing
the issues of acquiring, managing and retrieving such rich and
diverse knowledge, possibly through the use of different types
of memory representations and models [33].
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